The Los Angeles Art Association presented painting, assemblage, and performance art at
The Beverly Hills Art Show.

Tanner Goldbeck has many bodies of art, having worked
in many capacities: fine artist, illustrator, product art
designer. His work is found on many popular products,
as well as canvas. His current oeuvre comes from
everywhere - comics, classical training, and downtown
Los Angeles living (he’s originally from Maryland). In the
morning, he goes for coffee and uses it as paint. He
says, “In a time when the average person can have
twelve thousand instagram followers they’ve never met
and three thousand facebook friends...getting firsthand
opinions out on the streets can be an inspirational and
most welcome exchange”.
http://www.tannergoldbeck.com/

Tom Lasley says of his fun, beautifully built work,
“I assemble shadow boxes using both old and
new objects with personal significance – things
that evoke a recollection of a specific event or
period of my life, or represent a concern I
currently contend with. As objects interact the
autobiographical narrative strengthens and the
piece takes form.” The result is both surreal and
relatable: takes on Catholicism, childhood, and
youthful sexuality emerge via popular objects
and chipper colors.
http://tomlasley.com/

Elizabeth Tobias and The Dragon Sisters invited all comers to The
Nadas at the corner of Beverly Drive and Santa Monica Boulevard, an
experience in which the visitor and the Sisters explored play,
spontaneity, authenticity and self-expression. The artists created a
whimsical space for all to come and simply do nothing!
Elizabeth Tobias, MA, is interested in psychology, science and
eye-catching display, which led her to create powerful communal
experiences. She has exhibited at Harvard University, The Utah
Museum of Contemporary Art, Ping-Pong Basel/Miami, Chapman
University and Los Angeles Art Association.
The Dragon Sisters are: Elizabeth Tobias, Anna Cirronis, Danica
Teyssier and M. Rebecca Lillywhite. They met at The Expressive Art
Institute in San Diego.
http://www.hatchfund.org/user/elizabethtobias

